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ABSTRACT
Systems and methods are disclosed for reducing programming interference in solid-state memory using a program suspend command. A data storage system includes a non-volatile memory array including a plurality of non-volatile memory devices and a controller configured to partially program a first cell coupled to a first word line. When a programming criterion associated with the first cell is met, the controller executes a program suspend command after which a second cell coupled to the first word line is at least partially programmed. Programming of the first cell is resumed following said at least partial programming of the second cell.
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RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority under 35 U.S.C. §119(e) of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/895,248, filed on Oct. 24, 2013, and entitled “Programming Scheme for Improved Voltage Distribution in Solid-state Memory,” the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0002] 1. Field
[0003] This disclosure relates to data storage systems. More particularly, the disclosure relates to systems and methods for programming solid-state memory.

[0004] 2. Description of Related Art
[0005] Certain solid-state memory devices, such as flash drives, store information in an array of memory cells constructed with floating gate transistors. Programming data to a solid-state memory cell can cause coupling interference between adjacent bit-lines or word-lines, thereby adversely affecting device performance.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] Various embodiments are depicted in the accompanying drawings for illustrative purposes, and should in no way be interpreted as limiting the scope of this disclosure. In addition, various features of different disclosed embodiments can be combined to form additional embodiments, which are part of this disclosure.

[0007] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a data storage device according to an embodiment.

[0008] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of solid-state memory cells in a non-volatile memory device according to an embodiment.

[0009] FIG. 3 is a graph showing a probability distribution of cells in a solid-state memory device according to an embodiment.

[0010] FIG. 4 provides probability distributions for memory cells in a solid-state memory device according to an embodiment.

[0011] FIG. 5 provides probability distributions for memory cells in a solid-state memory device according to an embodiment.

[0012] FIG. 6 provides a flow diagram for a process for programming memory cells in a solid-state memory device.

[0013] FIG. 7 provides a probability distribution for memory cells in a solid-state memory device according to an embodiment.

[0014] FIG. 8 provides probability distributions for memory cells in a solid-state memory device according to an embodiment.

[0015] FIG. 9 provides probability distributions for memory cells in a solid-state memory device according to an embodiment.

[0016] FIG. 10 shows a process for programming memory cells in a solid-state memory device according to an embodiment.

[0017] FIG. 11 provides a flow diagram for a process for programming memory cells in a solid-state memory device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] While certain embodiments are described, these embodiments are presented by way of example only, and are not intended to limit the scope of protection. Indeed, the novel methods and systems described herein may be embodied in a variety of other forms. Furthermore, various omissions, substitutions and changes in the form of the methods and systems described herein may be made without departing from the scope of protection. The headings provided herein are for convenience only and do not necessarily affect the scope or meaning of the claimed invention.

Overview

[0019] The present disclosure provides systems and methods for executing programming commands in solid-state memory. Solid-state memory devices may be programmed according to multi-level cell (MLC), single-level cell (SLC), lower page only (LPO), or other bit coding scheme. Furthermore, solid-state devices may be programmed using a half-bit line (HBL), all-bit line (ABL) or other programming architecture. Although certain embodiments are described herein in the context of various programming schemes, it should be understood that principles disclosed herein may be applicable to any suitable or practical programming scheme.

[0020] With respect to HBL architecture, a memory device may have the ability to simultaneously access approximately half of the output lines, or bit lines, of the memory, or portion thereof. Therefore, cells may be programmed with respect to interleaving even/odd pages, wherein “even” relates to one half and “odd” relates to the other. Cells may therefore include four logical pages, namely even lower, even upper, odd lower, and odd upper pages, which share the same word line. In certain embodiments, even pages are programmed prior to the programming of odd pages, or vice versa. However, this can lead to substantial bit-line-to-bit-line coupling interference to the cells on the even pages under certain conditions. Furthermore, threshold voltage distribution of the cells on even pages may become wider than those of corresponding odd pages if substantially similar program parameters are used. In order to overcome potential performance degradation in view of this potentially damaging interference, various methods may be implemented, such as, for example, reduced step size for even page programming, different program verify levels for even/odd pages, and the like. However, such solutions can result in relatively low performance in even page programming, and/or increased design complexity. Although the terms “even” and “odd” are used herein, such terms may be used interchangeably, wherein “even” can refer to “odd” and vice versa.

[0021] Certain embodiments allow for improvement of threshold voltage distributions by reducing bit-line-to-bit-line coupling interference in HBL memory. Reduction in coupling interference may be achieved at least in part through the use of a “program suspend” command. For example, in HBL MLC memory, the data storage system may be configured to generate program suspend commands when a certain criterion is met, thereby causing the program sequence on even upper page to be suspended. Execution of the program suspend command may be followed by the execution of the programming of the odd upper page on the same word-line, after which the programming may resume on the even upper page until complete. Such a programming scheme may help to reduce bit-line-to-bit-line coupling interference, as well as
help achieve improved threshold voltage distribution for at least the cells on the even pages.

[0022] In solid-state memory, narrow word-line pitch and/or high voltage in selected word-lines may disturb other word-lines in the same block. With respect to ABL architecture, a memory device may have the ability to simultaneously access all the bit lines connected to page buffers of the memory, or portion thereof. Therefore, in certain embodiments, ABL can deliver up to twice the parallelism of HBL, and therefore improved relative performance. Embodiments disclosed herein may reduce word-line-to-word-line interference in ABL solid-state memory by combining “full sequence programming” and “program suspend” commands.

[0023] ABL MLC solid-state memory may include two logical pages (lower and upper) on a single word-line (WL). When compared to HBL, ABL may comprise larger page size and/or higher performance at the cost of larger area (e.g., approximately double) for sensing amplifiers. In certain embodiments, programming includes two phases: (1) programming cells to an “intermediate” state using a relatively large step size; and (2) programming cells to the “final” states using relatively small step size. The two phases can be alternatively performed on consecutive word-lines. However, such a process can be undesirably slow when the program voltage starts from low values in both phases. In order to decrease the programming time, “full sequence” programming process may be implemented in which all higher states are programmed to their target positions at one sequence. For example, each word-line (both lower and upper pages) can be programmed at one time, which may result in relatively large word-line-to-word-line coupling interference to the previous word-line, causing wider voltage state distributions.

[0024] In certain ABL MLC memory embodiments, a “full sequence” type of program sequence is used in connection with a “program suspend” command that may be generated when certain criteria is met. The program suspend command may cause the program sequence to be suspended on the first word-line, after which a similar “program and suspend” operation is executed on a second word-line. The programming may then resume on the first word-line until it finishes. Further details of this method are described below. Such method may help to at least partially minimize word-line-to-word-line coupling interference, while maintaining relatively high write performance. Similar schemes may also be applied to SLC or LPO (lower page only) programming.

Terminology

[0025] As used in this application, “non-volatile solid-state memory,” “non-volatile memory,” “NVM,” or variations thereof may refer to solid-state memory such as NAND flash. However, the systems and methods of this disclosure may also be useful in more conventional hard drives and hybrid drives including both solid-state and hard drive components. In some embodiments, the solid-state memory may be used in a computing device to extend storage capacity of volatile memory such as DRAM. Solid-state memory may comprise a wide variety of technologies, such as flash integrated circuits, Phase Change Memory (PC-RAM or PRAM), Programmable Metallization Cell RAM (PMCell or PMCMn), Ovonic Unified Memory (OUM), Resistance RAM (RRAM), NAND memory, NOR memory, EEPROM, Ferroelectric Memory (FeRAM), MRAM, or other discrete NVM (non-volatile solid-state memory) chips. The non-volatile solid-state memory arrays or storage devices may be physically divided into planes, blocks, pages, and sectors, as is known in the art. Other forms of storage (e.g., battery-backed-up volatile DRAM or SRAM devices, magnetic disk drives, etc.) may additionally or alternatively be used.

[0026] The terms “page,” “target page,” or variations thereof are used herein according to their broad and ordinary meaning. For example, “page” may refer to a block of a physical memory cell, or to the physical memory cells themselves. Furthermore, within a multi-level cell (MLC), “page” may refer to either of upper or lower pages.

Data Storage Device

[0027] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a combination of a host system 110 with a data storage device 120 incorporating programming functionality in accordance with embodiments disclosed herein. As shown, the data storage device 120 (e.g., hybrid hard drive, solid-state drive, any storage device utilizing solid-state memory, etc.) includes a controller 130 configured to at least partially control operation of the data storage device 120. The controller 130 includes a command register 140 configured to receive data commands and cause the controller 130 to execute such commands in the non-volatile solid-state memory array(s) 150. Such commands may include data programming commands as well as program suspend commands, as described herein. The controller 130 may be configured to receive data commands from a storage interface (e.g., a device driver) 112 residing on a host system 110. Data commands may specify a block address in the data storage device 120; data may be accessed/transfered based on such commands.

[0028] The data storage device 120 can store data received from the host system 110 such that the data storage device 120 acts as data storage for the host system 110. To facilitate this function, the controller 130 can implement a logical interface. The logical interface can present to the host system memory as a set of logical addresses (e.g., sequential/contiguous addresses) where data can be stored. Internally, the controller 130 can map logical addresses to various physical memory addresses in the non-volatile solid-state memory array 150 and/or other memory module(s). Mapping data indicating the mapping of logical addresses to physical memory addresses may be maintained in the data storage device. For example, mapping table data may be stored in non-volatile memory array(s) 150 in order to allow for recreation of mapping tables following a power cycle.

[0029] In an embodiment, the data storage device 120 may be a hybrid disk drive that additionally includes magnetic memory storage (not shown). In such case, one or more controllers 130 may control the magnetic memory storage and the non-volatile solid-state memory array(s) 150.

[0030] In certain embodiments, the controller 130 may be configured to implement a programming scheme to improve the threshold voltage distributions in the non-volatile solid-state memory array(s) by reducing cell-to-cell interference. For example, the controller 130 may reduce bit-line-to-bit-line coupling interference in HBL memory by implementing program suspend commands, and/or may reduce word-line-to-word-line interference in ABL memory by combining full sequence programming and program suspend commands.

[0031] Program suspend commands may be implemented in certain solid-state programming schemes. For example, a data storage device may include a solid-state memory array, a command register, and memory array control circuitry, as illustrated in FIG. 1 and described above. The command
register 140 may be configured to decode a program suspend command and provide a suspend signal as an output. In one embodiment, the memory array 150 may include control circuitry 132 that may be coupled to receive the suspend signal from the command register 140 and suspend the program operation upon receiving the suspend signal. In other embodiments, the suspension of program operation may be accomplished through other signals and mechanisms, e.g., via a direct signal from the controller 130 to the memory array 150.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of solid-state memory cells in a non-volatile memory device according to an embodiment. A solid-state memory array, such as a NAND flash array, may include memory cell units 201, each unit comprising a memory cell group 202 that includes a plurality of serially-connected memory cell transistors T which may be configured to store an electrical charge representative of data, as described herein. The block unit 201 may further include a first select transistor ST1 that is connected between one end of the memory cell group 202 and a source line SL, as well as a second select transistor ST2 that is connected between the other end of the memory cell group 202 and a bit line BL (shown as BLo in FIG. 2). Groups of memory cell units associated with separate bit lines may be organized into blocks of memory, such as block BLK. The memory cell array may further include additional blocks like the block BLK. Additional blocks may have the same structure as block BLK. In certain embodiments, data erase operations are performed in units of a block BLK, and data program and read operations are performed in units of a page.

Within the block BLK, each memory cell group 202 that constitutes the memory cell unit 201 may include, for example, 32 memory cells T0-T31. Between adjacent memory cell units, a plurality of word lines WL (e.g., 32) may connect gate electrodes of the memory cells on the same row. The array may further include a first select gate line SGS configured to connect gate electrodes of the first select transistor ST1 and a second select gate line SGD configured to connect gate electrodes of the second select transistor ST2.

In certain embodiments, alternating cells on a word line may correspond to even and odd pages, respectively. The even and odd pages may be programmable independently from one another. A sense amplifier circuit 213 may be configured to selectively connect a selector circuit 211 to an even bit line BL_e (e.g., a set of even-numbered bit lines BL), or to an odd bit line BL_o (e.g., a set of odd-numbered bit lines BL), and to detect the potential of the even bit line BL_e or the odd bit line BL_o to store the detected potential in a data cache. The selector circuit 211 may select between the even and odd bit line BL groups and connect the selected group to the sense amplifiers SA. During read operations, the non-selected bit lines BL may be grounded to decrease the coupling noise between bit lines.

FIG. 3 is a graph showing a probability distribution of cells in a non-volatile memory array according to an embodiment. The distribution of FIG. 3 may correspond to a word line in a solid-state memory array, or to an even or odd page thereof. As discussed above, due to bit-line and/or word-line coupling interference, the states of a threshold voltage distribution can widen undesirably. The distribution shown in FIG. 3 illustrates charge states in an MLC programming scheme including four distinct programming states, each comprising two bits of data. For example, a first state (e.g., an erase state) may correspond to a two-bit value of “11.” Higher voltage states may comprise to values of “01,” “00,” and “10,” respectively. As described herein, a first bit of a two-bit programming state may represent a most significant bit (MSB), or “upper page” of data, while a second bit may represent a least significant bit (LSB), or “lower page.”

HBL Upper Page Programming

FIG. 4 illustrates voltage distributions for even and odd upper pages in an HBL MLC programming scheme. The distributions of FIG. 4 illustrate the possible effect of bit-line-to-bit-line interference on even page cells from odd page cells. As shown, in certain embodiments, an even upper page is programmed to completion (A), after which the corresponding odd upper page is programmed (B) to completion. The programming of the odd upper page may cause the even page distribution to widen due to interference, as represented by the dashed lines in the distribution (C). In certain embodiments, the even page distribution widening due to the coupling interference from the odd page programming is not mitigable because it occurs after the even upper page program is finished.

Solid-state memory control systems may incorporate program finish criterion, wherein after one or more program pulses, a program verify operation is implemented to determine whether the memory cell(s) have been successfully written or not. For example, the program verify operation may include a read operation to verify that the cell charge level is beyond a threshold level. If all the cells intended to be programmed have a charge level higher than the threshold, then the program operation may be deemed complete. Otherwise, one or more cells may receive a further program pulse. In certain embodiments, when the number of program pulses exceeds a predetermined maximum number of possible pulses without successful programming, the program operation fails.

FIG. 5 shows even and odd page threshold voltage distributions illustrating a programming scheme for at least partially obviating the effects of bit-line-to-bit-line interference in HBL architecture. In certain embodiments, a controller may improve performance (e.g., reduce cell-to-cell interference) by utilizing pre-determined criterion values larger than the program finish criterion values. Alternatively, or additionally, a pre-determined program pulse number; a pre-determined program voltage, and/or the special command of “program suspend” may be implemented to improve performance.

The scheme of FIG. 5 involves suspending the even upper page programming before it finishes, and resuming the programming after odd upper page programming is complete. The distribution (A) illustrates an even upper page voltage distribution after program suspend has been executed. As shown, the even upper page may be programmed to an “intermediate” state, rather than fully programming the page. Portions of certain of the programming state distributions may overlap the respective verify threshold levels due to the suspension of programming prior to completion. The distribution (B) illustrates an odd upper page programmed subsequently to the execution of the program suspend command. The odd upper page may be programmed to completion, or only partially. The distribution (C) shows the effect interference from the odd upper page programming may have on the partially-programmed even upper page. Specifically, the state distributions of the even upper page may widen as a result of bit-line-to-bit-line interference.
The distribution (D) illustrates the even upper page threshold voltage distribution after completion of programming following odd upper page programming. The completion of even upper page programming may interfere with the previously-programmed odd upper page to some degree (see (E)). However, because the completion of even upper page programming only involves a partial program, the effect of the interference on the odd page may be relatively minimal. If the same step size is used for both even and odd upper page programming, substantially identical program performance and Vt distribution may be obtainable for both even and odd pages. In certain embodiments, pre-determined program suspend criteria and implementation may be characterized and/or optimized in firmware.

FIG. 6 provides a flow diagram for a process 600 for programming memory cells in a solid-state memory device according to an embodiment. In one embodiment, the process 600 is performed at least partially by the controller 130 and/or the memory array’s control circuitry 132 described above in connection with FIG. 1. The process 600 may be performed in connection with HBL programming of at least a portion of a solid-state memory array. The process 600 may include partially programming a first cell, or page, on a word line at block 602. While description of certain programming methods herein may be in the context of a single cell of a plurality of cells, e.g., page, cell programming may be performed collectively on the plurality of cells in a single programming operation. The first cell/page may be an even or odd cell/page on a first word line. When a programming criterion has been met, the process 600 may include executing a program suspend command, wherein programming of the first cell/page is suspended for a period of time. The programming criterion may be associated with, for example, a cell charge level, number of programming pulses applied to the first/page cell, or other programming metric.

In certain embodiments, when programming of the first cell/page has been suspended, the process 600 involves programming a second cell/page of the first word line at block 608. For example, the second cell/page may be an adjacent cell to the first cell/page, where the first cell/page is an even cell/page and the second cell/page is an odd cell/page, or versa. Following programming of the second cell/page, the process 600 may include resuming programming of the first cell/page at block 610. The process 600 may provide for reduced bit-line-to-bit-line interference between the first cell/page and the second cell/page.

ABL Full Sequence Programming

FIG. 7 shows threshold voltage distributions for a full sequence programming process in an ABL architecture. During normal full sequence programming, word-line-to-word-line coupling interference may result, affecting contiguous word-lines. An example distribution (A) of voltage states following programming for a certain word-line (WLm) is shown in FIG. 8. After programming of WLm, a contiguous word-line (WLm+1) is programmed, wherein the resulting distribution (B) is shown. Programming of the WLm+1 distribution can result in interference affecting the word line WLm. The distorted distribution (C) is shown, wherein each of the programming states becomes wider. Because such interference occurs after WLm programming is complete, mitigation of the interference may not be possible or practical.

In certain embodiments, a pre-determined program suspend criterion (for example, at a pre-determined program pulse number, or a pre-determined program voltage) may be utilized to reduce the effects of interference. For example, a status machine in the memory control circuitry may be configured to determine that the criterion has been met during program verify, wherein the program is suspended based at least in part on such determination. In certain embodiments, WLm programming is suspended before completion, and resumes after programming of WLm+1 is suspended or completed.

FIG. 9 illustrates a programming scheme for improved threshold voltage distribution in an ABL full sequence program process. The distribution (A) shows voltage states following partial programming of a first word-line (WLm), wherein programming of WLm is suspended. After suspension of WLm programming, a next word-line (WLm+1) is partially programmed, wherein programming of WLm+1 is also suspended prior to completion. In certain embodiments, programming of the word line WLm+1 is completed prior to resuming programming of WLm. Interference affecting WLm caused by the partial programming of WLm+1 is represented in the distribution (C). After suspension of WLm+1 programming, WLm programming is completed, as represented by the distribution (D). The completion of WLm programming may interfere with WLm+1, causing distortion of the WLm+1 distribution (E).

After completion of WLm programming, WLm+1 programming may be completed, as shown in the distribution (F). The word-line-to-word-line coupling interference to the WLm cells by the WLm+1 program from resuming to program completion may be relatively small, thereby resulting in a relatively tighter final voltage distribution (G) for WLm in comparison with normal full sequence programming. Furthermore, in certain embodiments, the write performance may be substantially similar (e.g., only data loading time is added when resuming programming) to normal full sequence programming.

In certain embodiments, a relatively tight distribution may likewise be achieved for WLm+1 by following the program sequence as demonstrated in FIG. 10, which may be similar to traditional 2-phase program methodology. The program sequence of FIG. 10 may improve voltage distribution in ABL full sequence programming processes. The reference numbers associated with the arrows in FIG. 10 may represent temporal order for program steps. Specifically, for example, a first word line (WL0) may be partially programmed, followed by partial programming of a contiguous word line (WL1). After partial programming of WL1 programming of WL0 may be completed. However, rather than next completing programming of WL1, the process may involve partially programming a third word line (WL2), after which the programming of WL1 may be completed. The relative order of operations described above may be continued for additional word lines. For example, FIG. 10 shows similar operation for word lines WL61-WL63. The process of FIG. 10 may be implemented for any desirable range of word lines. In certain embodiments, the pre-determined suspend point may vary for different WLS. In certain embodiments, pre-determined program suspend criterion and implementation may be characterized and optimized in firmware.

FIG. 11 provides a flow diagram for a process 1100 for programming memory cells in a solid-state memory device. In one embodiment, the process 1100 is performed at least partially by the controller 130 and/or the memory array's control circuitry 132 described above in connection with...
with FIG. 1. The process 1100 may include partially programming one or more cells on a first word line at block 1102. For example, the first word line may be programmed using a full-sequence programming scheme. When a programming criterion has been met, the process 1100 may involve executing a program suspend command, wherein programming of the first word line is suspended for a period of time. The programming criterion may be associated with, for example, a cell charge level associated with cells of the first word line, number of programming pulses applied to the cells of the first word line, or other programming metric.

[0049] In certain embodiments, when programming of the first word line has been suspended, the process 1100 involves programming a second word line at block 608. For example, the second word line may be an adjacent word line to the first word line. Following programming, or partial programming, of the second word line, the process 1100 may include resuming programming of the first word line at block 1110. The process 1100 may provide for reduced word-line-to-word-line interference between the first word line and the second word line.

OTHER EMBODIMENTS

[0050] Certain embodiments disclosed herein provide a programming scheme for HBL MLC NAND flash memory to improve the voltage distribution of cells on the even pages by making use of the special “program suspend” command, with little sacrifice in program performance. For ABL MLC NAND flash memory, by combining “full sequence” program and “program suspend”, tighter distributions may be achieved, while maintaining high performance. Similar schemes can also be applied to SLC or LPO (lower page only) programming.

[0051] In HBL MLC NAND flash memory, the even upper page program may have the same step size as the odd upper page, such that the program performance is improved. In ABL MLC NAND flash memory using full sequence program process, certain systems and methods described herein may result in reduced word-line-to-word-line coupling interference from the second word-line programming to the first word-line, such that the voltage distribution is improved, while maintaining relatively high write performance. Similar schemes may also be applied to SLC or LPO (lower page only) programming.

[0052] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that in some embodiments, other types of data storage systems and/or programming schemes can be implemented. In addition, the actual steps taken in the processes discussed herein may differ from those described or shown in the figures. Depending on the embodiment, certain of the steps described above may be removed, others may be added.

[0053] While certain embodiments have been described, these embodiments have been presented by way of example only, and are not intended to limit the scope of protection. Indeed, the novel methods and systems described herein may be embodied in a variety of other forms. Furthermore, various omissions, substitutions and changes in the form of the methods and systems described herein may be made. The accompanying claims and their equivalents are intended to cover such forms or modifications as would fall within the scope and spirit of the protection. For example, the various components illustrated in the figures may be implemented as software and/or firmware on a processor, ASIC/FPGA, or dedicated hardware. Also, the features and attributes of the specific embodiments disclosed above may be combined in different ways to form additional embodiments, all of which fall within the scope of the present disclosure. Although the present disclosure provides certain preferred embodiments and applications, other embodiments that are apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art, including embodiments which do not provide all of the features and advantages set forth herein, are also within the scope of this disclosure. Accordingly, the scope of the present disclosure is intended to be defined only by reference to the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A data storage device comprising:
a non-volatile memory array including a plurality of non-volatile memory devices; and
a controller configured to:
partially program a first cell coupled to a first word line;
determine that a programming criterion associated with the first cell is met;
execute a program suspend command;
at least partially program a second cell coupled to the first word line following execution of the program suspend command;
resume programming of the first cell following said at least partial programming of the second cell.

2. The data storage device of claim 1, wherein the second and first cells are disposed adjacent to one another on the word line.

3. The data storage device of claim 1, wherein the controller is further configured to at least partially reduce bit-line-to-bit-line interference between the first and second cells at least in part by executing the program suspend command.

4. The data storage device of claim 1, wherein the controller is further configured to program the first and second cells in accordance with a half bit line (HBL) programming scheme.

5. The data storage device of claim 1, wherein the programming criterion is met when a program verify command passes.

6. The data storage device of claim 1, wherein the programming criterion is met when the controller has applied a predetermined number of program pulses to the first cell.

7. The data storage device of claim 1, wherein the programming criterion is met when the controller has applied a predetermined program voltage level to the first cell.

8. The data storage device of claim 1, wherein the controller is further configured to resume the programming of the first cell after programming of the second cell is completed.

9. The data storage device of claim 1, wherein the controller is further configured to complete programming of the first cell when it resumes programming of the first cell.

10. The data storage device of claim 1, wherein the first cell is associated with an even page and the second cell is associated with an odd page.

11. The data storage device of claim 1, wherein the first cell is associated with an odd page and the second cell is associated with an even page.

12. The data storage device of claim 1, wherein the first word line is coupled to a plurality of cells and a second plurality of cells interleaved with the first plurality of cells, wherein the controller is configured to program the first cell by programming the first plurality of cells and to program the second cell by programming the second plurality of cells.
13. A data storage device comprising:
a non-volatile memory array including a plurality of non-volatile memory devices; and
a controller configured to:
partially program a first cell coupled to a first word line;
determine that a programming criterion associated with the
first cell is met;
execute a program suspend command;
partially program a second cell coupled to a second word line; and
resume programming of the first cell after said partial programming of the second cell.
14. The data storage device of claim 13, wherein the controller is further configured to complete programming of the first cell after said partial programming of the second cell and to complete programming of the second cell after completion of the programming of the first cell.
15. The data storage device of claim 14, wherein the controller is further configured to partially program a third cell coupled to a third word line after completion of the programming of the first cell and before completion of the programming of the second cell.
16. The data storage device of claim 13, wherein the controller is further configured to program the first and second cells in accordance with an all bit line (ABL) programming scheme.
17. The data storage device of claim 13, wherein the controller is configured to program the first and second cells using full-sequence programming.
18. The data storage device of claim 13, wherein the programming criterion is met when a program verify command passes.
19. The data storage device of claim 13, wherein the programming criterion is met when the controller has applied a predetermined number of program pulses to the first cell.
20. The data storage device of claim 13, wherein the programming criterion is met when the controller has applied a predetermined program voltage level to the first cell.
21. The data storage device of claim 13, wherein the first word line is adjacent to the second word line in the non-volatile memory array.
22. The data storage device of claim 13, wherein the controller is configured to at least partially reduce word-line-to-word-line interference between the first and second word lines at least in part by executing the program suspend command.
23. A method of programming data in a data storage system comprising a non-volatile memory array, the method comprising:
partially programming a first cell coupled to a first word line;
determining that a programming criterion associated with the first cell has been met;
executing a program suspend command;
at least partially programming a second cell coupled to the first word line following execution of the program suspend command; and
resuming programming of the first cell following said at least partial programming of the second cell;
wherein the method is performed under the control of a controller of the data storage system.
24. The method of claim 23, wherein the second and first cells are disposed adjacent to one another on the word line.
25. The method of claim 23, further comprising at least partially reducing bit-line-to-bit-line interference between the first and second cells at least in part by said executing the program suspend command.
26. The method of claim 23, further comprising programming the first and second cells in accordance with a half-bit line (HBL) programming scheme.
27. The method of claim 23, wherein the programming criterion is met when a program verify command passes.
28. The method of claim 23, wherein the programming criterion is met when a predetermined number of program pulses have been applied to the first cell.
29. The method of claim 23, wherein the programming criterion is met when a predetermined program voltage level has been applied to the first cell.
30. The method of claim 23, further comprising resuming the programming of the first cell after programming of the second cell is completed.
31. The method of claim 23, further comprising completing programming of the first cell when resuming programming of the first cell.
32. The method of claim 23, wherein the first cell is associated with an even page and the second cell is associated with an odd page.
33. The method of claim 23, wherein the first cell is associated with an odd page and the second cell is associated with an even page.
34. The method of claim 23, wherein the first word line is coupled to a first plurality of cells and a second plurality of cells interleaved with the first plurality of cells, wherein programming the first cell comprises programming the first plurality of cells and programming the second cell comprises programming the second plurality of cells.
35. A method of programming data in a data storage system comprising a non-volatile memory array, the method comprising:
partially programming a first cell coupled to a first word line;
determining that a programming criterion associated with the first cell has been met;
executing a program suspend command;
partially programming a second cell coupled to a second word line; and
resuming programming of the first cell after said partial programming of the second cell;
wherein the method is performed under the control of a controller of the data storage system.
36. The method of claim 35, further comprising completing programming of the first cell after said partial programming of the second cell and to completing programming of the second cell after completion of the programming of the first cell.
37. The method of claim 36, further comprising partially programming a third cell coupled to a third word line after completing the programming of the first cell and before completing the programming of the second cell.
38. The method of claim 35, wherein said partial programming the first and second cells is performed in accordance with an all bit line (ABL) programming scheme.
39. The method of claim 35, wherein said partial programming the first and second cells is performed using full-sequence programming.
40. The method of claim 35, wherein determining that the programming criterion associated with the first cell has been met comprises determining that a program verify command has passed.

41. The method of claim 35, wherein the programming criterion is met when a predetermined number of program pulses has been applied to the first cell.

42. The method of claim 35, wherein the programming criterion is met when the controller has applied a predetermined program voltage level to the first cell.

43. The method of claim 35, wherein the first word line is adjacent to the second word line in the non-volatile memory array.

44. The method of claim 35, further comprising reducing word-line-to-word-line interference between the first and second word lines at least in part by said executing the program suspend command.

* * * * *